REENTRY ACTIVITIES

Engage with Global Navigator Alum

Turn and talk with your neighbor, then share with the group

- What are some differences you experienced abroad? Think about cultural norms or practices, perspectives, pace of life, freedoms and expectations, etc.
- How does this experience fit into your life now that you’ve returned home and resumed daily life and other obligations?
- How has the experience impacted you personally and/or academically?

Global Navigator Student Ambassador Info Sessions

- Alumni will serve as ambassadors for next year’s cohort of Global Navigators students. Ambassadors will answer questions, assist with informational sessions, and share their learnings with their communities.

Suggested Reflection Prompts

- Why did you go abroad?
- What was the most memorable part of your experience?
- Did you form any new friendship that you wouldn't have if you hadn't traveled abroad?
- How did your impression of the country change during your stay?
- How did this trip change your academic vision (classes you are going to take, hobbies)?

Present Your Adventure Abroad to your School Community

There are so many facets that go into studying abroad! Why not share the lessons you learned with your classmates or community?

- **Interesting subjects to discuss**: your destinations, program focus, take-aways, application process, classmates, language and/or academic gains, personal goals.
- **Create a poster or billboard for your school**: think photos, reflection blurbs, mementos, and decorative touches.
- **Group presentations**: make a PowerPoint (be sure to personalize it!), pose thoughtful questions to your classmates, or present relevant video clips.